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The Independent Herbalist: A Beginner's Guide to Herbal Preparedness is a comprehensive

resource for anyone interested in supporting health with simple projects and easily accessible

herbs. It is especially useful for those interested in basic herbal first aid and emergency

preparedness. Twelve versatile herbs are profiled for health and first aid uses, alongside

chapters explaining the basics of making herbal preparations at home, guidance on how and

when to use herbs, and the history of herbalism.
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ReadingAbout the Author DedicationTo my mother and grandmother, for walking me through

so many gardens and up and down mountains when I was a child; and to my father and

grandfather, for teaching me the value of hard work and how to pick blueberries.Thank you.

Without your support and inspiration, I never would have learned to garden or to

dream. IntroductionAre you looking for a way to learn how to apply herbs in everyday life, but

also in extraordinary circumstances? Perhaps you want to be a practical everyday herbalist,

but also want to be prepared for something more. This book has the information you need to

begin working with herbs safely and effectively by focusing on a foundation of fifteen herbs,

and includes suggestions on how and where to learn more once you have mastered the

basics. The herbs featured in this book were chosen for their versatility, their hardiness, and

their availability. They will grow almost anywhere as garden plants, and can even be found

growing wild across most of the North American continent. What is Independent Herbalism?

Historically speaking, there have been many types of herbalism, each with different

philosophies and important contributions to herbalism as a whole. Some of these traditions

from the past continue to thrive in the modern day in all of their complexity and richness, but

modern herbalism is also sometimes watered down to the same level we have become

accustomed to from pharmaceutical advertisements: this pill for that problem. If they manage to



avoid the “this pill for that problem” mentality, many people will begin learning herbalism by

choosing one historical style over the others and immersing themselves in that particular

tradition. This can be a great way to learn, but really- why limit yourself? Despite their

differences, the core at every type of herbalism expresses a belief that herbs can benefit the

health and wellbeing of families and individuals of all walks of life. Within these many historical

traditions is also a body of knowledge that teaches us how to grow, harvest, and craft our own

herbal recipes- a far cry from walking into a store and purchasing powdered herbs packed into

a capsule from who-knows-where by a handful of big companies that, in reality, know very little

about the herbs they acquire and process. And that’s where Independent, or Indie, herbalism

comes in: celebrating the knowledge and DIY ethic from all of these traditions, and pairing it

with modern tools and our modern circumstances to create the next chapter of our herbal

history. Independent, or indie, herbalism takes this to the full potential by encouraging a

lifestyle that emphasizes taking personal responsibility for health, promoting herbal self-

sufficiency, and encouraging community wellbeing. It does this by focusing on botanical

methods of self-care using safe, common plants that can be grown or found growing wild

almost anywhere. In addition to supporting the use of herbs for health in conjunction with

modern medical care, it also acknowledges that herbs are potentially a useful tool during short-

or long-term emergencies when nothing else is available. The good thing about herbalism is

that becoming an herbalist isn’t complicated, and it isn’t expensive; it’s a straightforward

process that anyone can master as long as they use common sense and can pay attention to

detail. Although a large part of learning herbalism for preparedness (or for any reason) is about

learning how and when to use specific plants, there’s actually a lot more to it than that- and

most of that “more” has to do with attitude and mindset. It’s about developing a sane and

discerning overall approach to herbalism and health. That approach is especially important if

you are learning herbalism because you want to be able to use it successfully as a backup

plan in the event of an emergency that impacts access to medical care. In a worst case

scenario like that, you can bet you’ll be glad you kept your facts straight and built your skills

from reliable sources and carefully considered information. It’s also important to get some

hands-on experience, so look into a wilderness first aid course and some herbal classes where

you can work with other students and get hands on experience. Even using herbs for your own

day-to-day health can teach your valuable lessons about what works and what doesn’t! Indie

herbalism is about everyday people learning how to be herbalists using their local resources.

Indie herbalists are a special breed, and yet they’re just common folks. Many people may

already identify with the tenets of independent herbalism without realizing it. Urban

homesteaders, rural farmsteaders, survivalists, preppers, or anyone who takes an interest in

learning about herbs to support health with a DIY attitude will probably feel right at home as an

indie herbalist. Indie herbalists are novices and old hands, or somewhere in between. They’re

savvy, down to earth people with a can do, will do take on life. Essentially, indie herbalism is a

frame of mind.Here are a few tips and tricks to get you thinking along the right lines. Be Salty,

Not CrunchyTake everything with a grain of salt (sometimes you may need to season

generously!). In herbalism, as in life, things are rarely as good as they look or, conversely, as

bad as they seem. Don’t buy into health fads or extreme ideologies. Look for the underlying

tradition, science, and balance behind the uses of each plant. Love LocalSure, the rainforest

has a lot of great herbs, but so does a typical backyard or vacant lot. Get comfortable working

with local plants and weeds, and put in an herb garden if you can. Sustainable, local resources

are better on the environment and less affected by shortages and supply chain

troubles. Exercise Your Good SenseRead widely on herbal and health topics rather than rely



on a single source for herbal information, and think critically about what you read. Who is

behind the information? How accurate is the information likely to be? Critical thinking is a skill

that can be learned and that gets better the more it’s practiced. Get the Big PictureLook at the

big picture and try to get to the root of the problem. Sometimes, the best solution includes

making lifestyle changes in addition to using herbs. A balanced lifestyle is important because

without balance, good health is hard to come by. It’s also a better use of resources- a little

applied in the right place in the right way will go a lot farther than a large amount applied

indiscriminately. Be Proactive, Not ReactiveBe proactive. Make changes and plan for the future.

Assess what herbal resources and skills you have, vs what you might need. Set goals and get

organized. Ditch The Magic Bullet MentalityRefuse to believe in Magic Bullet herbs. The latest-

and-greatest, over-marketed, hyped-up plant is probably so far removed from its roots in

traditional herbalism that those astonishing claims are way off the mark. (See number 1: Take

everything with a grain of salt!) FlexibilityBe flexible, and capable of working with what you have

on hand. “Use it up, wear it out, make it do, or do without” is just as important for herbalists as it

is for anyone working with limited resources or wanting to make the most of what they have.

This goes hand-in-hand with learning to work with local plants, but it also means organizing

your home apothecary so you can find things when you need them, and making sure you

restock regularly. Extracts can last a very long time if stored properly, but dried herbs need to

be replenished more regularly. Grow Some DIY Spirit
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a capsule from who-knows-where by a handful of big companies that, in reality, know very little
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with modern tools and our modern circumstances to create the next chapter of our herbal

history. Independent, or indie, herbalism takes this to the full potential by encouraging a

lifestyle that emphasizes taking personal responsibility for health, promoting herbal self-

sufficiency, and encouraging community wellbeing. It does this by focusing on botanical

methods of self-care using safe, common plants that can be grown or found growing wild

almost anywhere. In addition to supporting the use of herbs for health in conjunction with

modern medical care, it also acknowledges that herbs are potentially a useful tool during short-

or long-term emergencies when nothing else is available. The good thing about herbalism is

that becoming an herbalist isn’t complicated, and it isn’t expensive; it’s a straightforward

process that anyone can master as long as they use common sense and can pay attention to

detail. Although a large part of learning herbalism for preparedness (or for any reason) is about

learning how and when to use specific plants, there’s actually a lot more to it than that- and

most of that “more” has to do with attitude and mindset. It’s about developing a sane and

discerning overall approach to herbalism and health. That approach is especially important if

you are learning herbalism because you want to be able to use it successfully as a backup

plan in the event of an emergency that impacts access to medical care. In a worst case



scenario like that, you can bet you’ll be glad you kept your facts straight and built your skills

from reliable sources and carefully considered information. It’s also important to get some

hands-on experience, so look into a wilderness first aid course and some herbal classes where

you can work with other students and get hands on experience. Even using herbs for your own

day-to-day health can teach your valuable lessons about what works and what doesn’t! Indie

herbalism is about everyday people learning how to be herbalists using their local resources.

Indie herbalists are a special breed, and yet they’re just common folks. Many people may

already identify with the tenets of independent herbalism without realizing it. Urban
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learning about herbs to support health with a DIY attitude will probably feel right at home as an

indie herbalist. Indie herbalists are novices and old hands, or somewhere in between. They’re

savvy, down to earth people with a can do, will do take on life. Essentially, indie herbalism is a

frame of mind.Here are a few tips and tricks to get you thinking along the right lines. Be Salty,

Not CrunchyTake everything with a grain of salt (sometimes you may need to season

generously!). In herbalism, as in life, things are rarely as good as they look or, conversely, as

bad as they seem. Don’t buy into health fads or extreme ideologies. Look for the underlying

tradition, science, and balance behind the uses of each plant. Love LocalSure, the rainforest

has a lot of great herbs, but so does a typical backyard or vacant lot. Get comfortable working

with local plants and weeds, and put in an herb garden if you can. Sustainable, local resources

are better on the environment and less affected by shortages and supply chain

troubles. Exercise Your Good SenseRead widely on herbal and health topics rather than rely

on a single source for herbal information, and think critically about what you read. Who is

behind the information? How accurate is the information likely to be? Critical thinking is a skill

that can be learned and that gets better the more it’s practiced. Get the Big PictureLook at the

big picture and try to get to the root of the problem. Sometimes, the best solution includes

making lifestyle changes in addition to using herbs. A balanced lifestyle is important because

without balance, good health is hard to come by. It’s also a better use of resources- a little

applied in the right place in the right way will go a lot farther than a large amount applied

indiscriminately. Be Proactive, Not ReactiveBe proactive. Make changes and plan for the future.

Assess what herbal resources and skills you have, vs what you might need. Set goals and get

organized. Ditch The Magic Bullet MentalityRefuse to believe in Magic Bullet herbs. The latest-

and-greatest, over-marketed, hyped-up plant is probably so far removed from its roots in

traditional herbalism that those astonishing claims are way off the mark. (See number 1: Take

everything with a grain of salt!) FlexibilityBe flexible, and capable of working with what you have

on hand. “Use it up, wear it out, make it do, or do without” is just as important for herbalists as it

is for anyone working with limited resources or wanting to make the most of what they have.

This goes hand-in-hand with learning to work with local plants, but it also means organizing

your home apothecary so you can find things when you need them, and making sure you

restock regularly. Extracts can last a very long time if stored properly, but dried herbs need to

be replenished more regularly. Grow Some DIY SpiritMaking your own extracts? No problem!

Foraging or growing a garden to fill your home with useful herbs? You’re on it! When you can’t

make it yourself, try to find it through other local herbalists and small businesses. Networking

and supporting the local economy are beneficial on many levels. Watch and ListenRealize that

herbalists come from all walks of life and all kinds of backgrounds. Every herbalist you meet

has something you can learn, so pay attention and appreciate the many different styles and

approaches to herbalism that you find being modeled around you. Now that we have an idea of

how independent herbalists think, let’s look at the practical tools and skills every independent



herbalist needs. Part OneHerbs+DIY Herbs+DIYIn the past, herbs were grown in home

gardens or harvested from the woods and fields close to home. In recent years, the

commercial side of herbalism has blossomed, and herbal products are widely available both

from specialty shops and mass market retailers. Returning to the traditions of growing herbs

and making herbal products at home has several advantages, however: for one thing, extracts

and teas made with bulk or home grown ingredients cost much less than the same products

bought off the shelf. For another, there is no doubt of the quality and purity of the ingredients

being used. Making herbal products at home, foraging, and growing an herb garden are all fun

projects that yield tangible, useful results. Then again, there is also the benefit of being directly

a part of the sustainable cycle that begins with a seed and ends with a harvest of useful plants.

No weak links in this supply chain! Nature has a resiliency that is to be admired. Besides the

obvious of growing and foraging herbs, a number of other ingredients useful to the herbalist

can be grown or produced at home. These include milk from goats or sheep, alcohol and

vinegar made from fruit, and the honey and wax from a beehive. Most areas of the country

have a suitable climate for growing at least some plants for making cooking and skin care oils:

nuts, olives, flax, or sunflowers are a few examples. In keeping with the theme of

independence, this book will focuses on herbal recipes and projects that can be made from

goods obtainable with household industry (like apple cider vinegar and honey) plus a few

inexpensive, reusable tools and supplies. Getting Started: Stocking an Herbal Pantry from

ScratchThe main tool of an independent herbalist, or any herbalist, is the herbal pantry. Filled

with dried herbs and herbal preparations such as extracts and salves, the herbal pantry allows

the herbalist to meet any challenge with ease and options. Although it might sound expensive

and intimidating, stocking an herbal pantry from scratch is a very simple, inexpensive matter.

Many herbs can be grown in a home garden for next to nothing or carefully foraged from wild

stands for free. Growing and foraging are immensely rewarding activities, but both rely on the

natural cycle and timing of the seasons, and require access to dirt. Thankfully, there is also

commerce, which can supply high quality dried herbs on demand by the ounce. Some health

food stores carry dried herbs in their bulk sections, and they can also be mail ordered. Bulk

herbs are a quick and convenient way to get started, and then the transition can be made to

gardening and foraging as time and resources allow. Dried herbs typically come as either a fine

powder or as larger pieces of cut and sifted leaves or roots. They are typically sold by the

ounce or the pound, and are inexpensive and versatile. As an example, a single ounce of

extract can cost $12 or more if purchased at the store, but an ounce of the dried herb costs a

dollar or two and can make five ounces of liquid extract. Dried herbs are also good for much

more than just extracts: they can be used to flavor foods and to make syrups, salves, teas, and

many other projects. Tools for Independent HerbalistsHerbalism doesn’t require fancy tools.

After all, teas are one of the most basic herbal preparations available, and a pot for boiling

water and a mug to drink from are the only tools required. The following list of tools is very

basic, and everything on it can be obtained inexpensively, either new or through a second hand

shop. That doesn’t make it any less valuable, however. Sometimes, simple is better! Most of the

projects in this book can be completed using only items from the ‘Very Basic Tools’ list, and a

few ingredients. The Very Short List of Very Basic Tools:· Glass canning jars with lids·

Small enamel pot with lid· A yard each of un-dyed muslin and flannel· Wooden

spoons· A large funnel· A small funnel Add to this list as budget or interest

dictates:· Mesh Strainers, large and small· Tea Kettle· Tea ball or strainer

spoon· A coffee grinder· A glass mixing bowl· Storage jars for dried herbs·

Brown glass bottles with screw tops (not droppers)· Bar cloths and kitchen towels·



Dedicated cutting board and knives· Measuring cups (stainless steel)· Measuring

spoons (stainless steel)· Kitchen Scale Non Herbal Supplies for the Independent

HerbalistOther than basic tools and the herbs themselves, there are a few more things that will

be called for in the projects in this book. Here’s a list of all the other ingredients that are used

in the recipes:· Beeswax· Milk· Apple Cider Vinegar· Honey· Olive

oil· Brandy· Vodka Notes on Measuring IngredientsTo bring a bit of poetry out to play:

To measure, or not to measure? Or rather, how precisely to measure, that is the question! Most

herbal preparations can be made either with exact measurements, or by using what is

commonly referred to as the ‘folk’ method. Exact measurements can be written either as ratios,

such as a 1:5 extract, or in specific measurements such as ounces or tablespoons. The folk

method is usually expressed in more vague directions, such as “cover the herbs with boiling

water”. However, it should be noted that while either method is appropriate for common herbs,

much more care should be taken with certain ‘low dose’ botanicals. Please note that all of the

recipes in this book are made using herbs that can be measured either way- none of the

recipes call for low-dose botanicals. In fact, information on both folk preparation and exact

measurement is included for most of the recipes in this book- each has merits in certain

situations, but for consistent results it’s always best to measure. Herbs+WaterHerbs plus water

is as simple as it gets when it comes to using herbs, unless you count nibbling on a bit of fresh

plant directly from the garden. The most basic of all herbal preparations, infusions and

decoctions require nothing more than an herb, some water, a pot, and a heat source. Once

prepared, they can be used internally or externally as suits the herbalist or the need.Because

they are so versatile and easy to make on demand, infusions and decoctions are an ideal

place for independent herbalists to focus their efforts when just starting out. They provide the

herbalist with flexibility and the ability to adapt immediately to a health challenge or

need. Infusions and decoctions are sometimes referred to as herbal teas. However, ‘tea’, in its

most specific sense, refers to a particular plant: Camellia sinensis, from which we get green

tea, Oolong tea, Irish Breakfast, Earl Grey, and everything in between. Specifying ‘herbal tea’ is

more relatable than continually resorting to infusion and decoction when speaking with non-

herbalist persons, and generally gets the point across that tea tea is not the topic of

conversation. Herbalists often use the formal terms amongst themselves, and many older

references also use ‘infusion’ or ‘decoction’, so it pays to be familiar with the words. The point

behind infusing or decocting plant matter is extraction. Plant walls are made up of cells, which

hold all of the good stuff like the essential oils, alkaloids, and acids- the naturally occurring

things that give each plant their particular health supportive characteristics. Hot water helps to

release these things, or ‘principles’, from their little cellular jails to make them readily available

to the human body. Alcohol, vinegar, and milk can all be used for extracting, with slightly

different results for each liquid, or ‘menstruum.’

The Modern Herbal Dispensatory: A Medicine-Making Guide

bastcrystal, “I'm impressed with the Independent Herbalist.. Although I haven't read the whole

book yet, what I have read so far is impressive. The author is clear and concise; and seems to

have done the research needed to put the point across. I feel as though I will be easily able to

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/xJkQx/The-Independent-Herbalist-A-Beginners-Guide-to-Herbal-Preparedness


follow directions. It's the type of book that I can easily follow.”

gduncan229, “Good book filled with great information. This is a good book for a beginner just

getting into being a herbalist. Filled with great information. Definitely worth the read.”

LR, “Great detail. I really liked the information in this book. It was easy to read and easy to

follow. I suggest it for the beginner.”

Jeanette, “Excellent herbal start book.. She is very delitfull to read and is very knowledgable as

a herbilist. Buy the book and get some valuable information.”

~ ANGEL ~, “Five Stars. AWESOME PRODUCT AND SERVICE”

Melissa Lounsbury, “Five Stars. I love all things herbal!”

Kathy Monahan, “Five Stars. Nice little resource.”

The book by Agatha Noveille has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 17 people have provided feedback.
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